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INTRODUCTION

In this lecture you will get a few tips on
how you, as a parent, can support your
child / children during online learning.

After going through this presentation, 
you will be able to:

• Create and maintain a regular routine

• Encourage good online learning habits

• Manage screen time

• Help set up an environment and space 
conducive for online learning

Source: https://pixabay.com/illustrations/family-
children-father-mother-1466274/



QUOTE
„

While no one is sure yet how long distance-only learning will continue, we 
know that it won’t last forever. Children and young people take cues from 

adult behaviour and attitudes, so it is important to communicate calm, 
confidence and optimism that we will pull through the crisis together. 

Managing our own emotions will help our children stay focused on learning 
and looking forward to another school year.

”

- quoted from ACS International Schools
https://www.acs-schools.com/parents-guide-distance-learning



How can parents support 
children’s online learning? (1)

 Just like in traditional learning environments, a parent’s role
and impact on student success is both critical and apparent.
Parents serve as a coach for their students, at any age, and
support them through their learning process.

 The same way parents can mentor and encourage students
that travel nearby for school, a parent also plays a vital role in
a student’s online learning.

 However, finding the appropriate parent coaching behavior can
vary at different age groups and parents are required to adapt
to the changing needs of their growing child in the way they
learn and how they respond to learning.

Source: https://nara.getarchive.net/media/fort-knox-teachers-thank-
parents-for-partnering-with-them-to-finish-the-year-cf51ac



How can parents support 
children’s online learning? (2)

 Children of different ages face different challenges in remote classrooms.
Parents can play a vital role in helping children learn and develop to their full
potential.

 For young children, they learn and develop skills effectively by interacting with
their classmates and teachers – which online learning seriously impedes. Parents
can complement children’s online learning with hands-on activities such as book
reading, playing with clay or building blocks and drawing, as well as practising
languages through conversation.

 For teens, they are feeling the stress of online learning due to loneliness and
isolation from peers, increased workload, prolonged screen time and less one-on-
one instructional support. Parents can help them manage stress by listening to
their challenges, encouraging frequent breaks and offering support.

 In the next slides, you will fiind a few tips and tricks which, adapted to your
child / children’s specific needs, will help you become the ideal supporting
parent.

Source: https://nara.getarchive.net/media/fort-knox-teachers-thank-
parents-for-partnering-with-them-to-finish-the-year-cf51ac



Tips for supporting your child 
during online learning

 1. Establish routines and expectations

 It is important to develop good habits from the start. Create
a flexible routine and talk about how it’s working over time.
Chunk your days into predictable segments. Help students
get up, get dressed and ready to learn at a reasonable time.
Everybody make your bed! Keep normal bedtime routines,
including normal rules for digital devices. Adjust schedules
to meet everyone’s needs but don’t default to staying up
late and sleeping in (However, a ‘duvet day’ now and then
can be a treat).

Source: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1456555



Tips for supporting your child 
during online learning

 2. Choose a good place to learn

 Your family’s regular learning space for occasional
homework might not work for extended periods. Set up a
physical location that’s dedicated to school-focused
activities. Make sure it is quiet, free from distractions and
has a good internet connection. Make sure that you or
another adult monitors online learning. Keep doors open,
and practice good digital safety. Teachers, counsellors and
safeguarding teams will do the same.

Source: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1456555



Tips for supporting your child 
during online learning

 3. Stay in touch

 Teachers will mainly be communicating regularly through
our online platforms and virtual learning environments.
Make sure everyone knows how to find the help they need
to be successful. Stay in contact with classroom and support
teachers, school leaders and counsellors but understand it
may take a day or two for us to respond. If you have
concerns, let someone know.

Source: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1456555



Tips for supporting your child 
during online learning

 4. Help students ‘own’ their learning

 No one expects parents to be full-time teachers or to be
educational and content matter experts. Provide support and
encouragement and expect your children to do their part.
Struggling is allowed and encouraged! Don’t help too much.
Becoming independent takes lots of practice. At school, your
child usually engages with other students and any number of
adults hundreds of times each day. Many of these social
interactions will continues from a distance, but they will be
different.You cannot replace them all, and that’s OK.

Source: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1456555



Tips for supporting your child 
during online learning

 5. Begin and end the day by checking-in

 In the morning, you might ask:

 • What classes/subject do you have
today?

 • Do you have any assessments?

 • How will you spend your time?

 • What resources do you need?

 • What can I do to help?

 At the end of the day you might ask:

 • How far did you get in your learning
tasks today?

 • What did you discover? What was hard?

 • What could we do to make tomorrow
better?

Source: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1456555



Tips for supporting your child 
during online learning

 6. Establish times for quiet and reflection

 For families with children of different ages, and parents who
may also be unexpectedly working from home more often,
it’s good to build in some time for peace and quiet. Siblings
may need to work in different rooms to avoid distraction.
Many families will need to negotiate access to devices,
priorities for wi-fi bandwidth and schedules throughout the
day. Noise-cancelling headphones are an idea. And one day
a week is already planned for independent, low-stress
learning. Reading is fundamental.

Source: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1456555



Tips for supporting your child 
during online learning

 7. Encourage physical activity and exercise

 Living and working at home, we will all need some room to let
off steam. Moving (independently and together as a family) is
vital to health, wellbeing, and readiness for learning. It’s a great
opportunity to practice exercising ‘alone together’ with digital
workouts and online instructors. Set new fitness goals and plan
hands-on, life-ready activities that keep hands busy, feet
moving, and minds engaged. You may want to think about how
your children can pitch in more around the house with chores
or other responsibilities. Now’s a good time to think about
increasing personal responsibility and pitching in.

Source: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1456555



Tips for supporting your child 
during online learning

 8. Manage stress and make the most of an unusual situation

 We are going through a time of major upheaval to our normal routines and ways of
life, and there’s a great deal of anxiety in the world right now. Emotions may be
running high, and children may be worried or fearful. Parents may be stressed as well
and children are often keenly aware of trouble. Children benefit when they get age-
appropriate factual information and ongoing reassurance from trusted adults. We
have put in place layers of support for ACS students, so please don’t hesitate to
contact your child’s teacher, school leader or support team if you needs assistance or
advice. In these circumstances, it’s often possible to reframe challenges as
opportunities: for spending time together, discovering new ideas and interests,
investing energy and attention in activities that often get pushed aside by everyday
tasks and responsibilities. Experts advise that it’s a good idea to slow down, find
beauty, enjoy unexpected benefits, and express gratitude by helping others. The
strength of ACS’s community will help see us through.

Source: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1456555



Tips for supporting your child 
during online learning

 9. Monitor time on-screen and online

 Distance learning does not mean staring at computer
screens seven and half hours every day. Teachers will aim to
build in variety, but it will require some trial and error before
everyone finds balance between online and close-space
offline learning experiences. Work together to find ways to
prevent ‘down time’ from becoming just more ‘screen time’. Source: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1456555



Tips for supporting your child 
during online learning

 10. Connect safely with friends, and be kind

 The initial excitement of school being closed will fade quickly
when students start missing their friends, classmates, and
teachers. Help your children maintain contact with friends
through social media and other online technologies. But
monitor your child’s social media use. Remind your child to be
polite, respectful and appropriate in their communications, and
to follow school guidelines in their interactions with others.
Report unkindness and other problems so that everyone
maintains healthy relationships and positive interactions.

Source: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1456555



CONCLUSIONS
Set the standard. You control the environment. You support
setting the pace, building a physical space intended for
learning, and continue to encourage in the absence of a daily
face-to-face interaction.

You have a direct impact on the education your child /
children receive, especially in an online learning setting.
Being a coach at any age and reinforcing the value through
hardships can empower students and ensure that impact is
positive.

Finding the balance as a parent, between instructor and
fellow student, can be difficult. However, should you master
the technique, you will see great success from your rising
stars.

Source: https://www.picpedia.org/suspension-file/c/conclusions.html
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